MULTI-DISCIPLINARY GUIDELINE RESULTS IN
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• Stable rate of MSI patients requiring surgical intervention after MRI = judicious clinical triaging for MRI • Improved same-day surgery rates = definitive care • Improved same-anesthesia for MRI and OR rates = patient safety and efficiency • Decrease rate of obtaining second MRI and delayed or repeat surgical intervention = countermeasure to monitor for unintended sequela of decreased resource utilization
The principles which have led to greater focus of MRIs in our system include:
Careful history and physical examination prior to imaging to focus Field-of-view; and Direct verbal communication of the orthopedic surgeon's clinical impression with the radiologist prior to imaging.
Too much variation is introduced in the process when these two activities are delegated to those with less experience or who are those with less experience or who are those with less experience or who are those with less experience or who are not ultimately responsible for the care of the child not ultimately responsible for the care of the child not ultimately responsible for the care of the child not ultimately responsible for the care of the child. Accepting this degree of variability can lead to misadventures in imaging which can be very time consuming. Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion Additional value which this guideline offers is the improvement in safety through the continuation of anesthesia and airway protection from MRI scanner to operating room.
Minimizes the need for sequential sedations for children who would otherwise be awakened and extubated and then induced and re-intubated for surgery.
Prevents inadvertent violations of a nothing by mouth order while the surgical team decides whether or not to perform surgery on the basis of the MRI findings. -making, and a well making, and a well making, and a well making, and a well----timed, timed, timed, timed, reserved sedated MRI slot is likely to drive the care process more efficiently reserved sedated MRI slot is likely to drive the care process more efficiently reserved sedated MRI slot is likely to drive the care process more efficiently reserved sedated MRI slot is likely to drive the care process more efficiently for these children in any setting for these children in any setting for these children in any setting for these children in any setting. . . .
Discussion
Organized approach to surgical intervention under continued anesthesia immediately following the MRI improves safety and airway protection from MRI scanner to operating room.
This program led to conservation of 809 hospital bed days within 30 months at a tertiary pediatric medical center. It reduced the rate of initial MRI acquisition from 55% to 29% through careful evaluation by experienced physicians who practiced in a team approach to care. It also led to the conservation of approximately 264 hours of MRI scan time.
